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D.U.I. Zone By
BarExams
Ron Babicz

By Wendy Schenk

Squealing sirens, flashing red
and blue lights, broken glass on
asphalt: welcome to the D.U.I.
zone. Your hosts, Sgt. Knoll
(traffic investigations) and Sgt.
Dares (special operations) of the
Boca Police Department, scribble
accident details onto notepads
before examining re.ports.
Scanning the scene, faces of
fellow officers and the ambulance
crew reflect a calm dismay. A
tortoise shell of professionalism
covers the turbulent emotions of
. shock, repulsion, and remorse.
The victims unceremoniously exit
the scene toe-tagged and bodybagged.
In an interview, Sgt. Dares (a
member of the "Boca Police Dept.
for eight years), volunteered
information about D.U.I. related
offenses. "Florida D.U.I. laws rate
in the top ten among the fifty
states in terms of strictness.'',
Dares said.
If you have an out-of-state
license D.U.I. is a misdemeanor
crime, so points will ac.cumulate
on a license from ·any state. If
you refuse to pay the ticket, you
must go to court. If you miss
tbe cou.ct dat~, a warrant is
p a~:
n~don\.\ 1 l. o r your
rrcs ,
your license is suspended, and a
bond for $500-5000 dollars is
posted. As of November I, 1989,
police "cracked down even more
with a law mandating all licenses
be taken on the spot and a
seven day temporary issued;
making it difficult to get licenses
reinstated", Dares said.
If Florida is only your
temporary residence: penalization
takes place here, and records are
sent to your home state.
If you are a minor: the law
demands that if you are up to
17 yrs., 11 mos. of age, your
parents must sign a release
transferring responsibility to the
state of Florida:
If you are the victim: it helps
if you are aware (conscious) on
the scene to identify the drunk
driver and report it to the
police. Otherwise, evidence must
be found and proved.
If you are responsible: the
drunken (liable) party will be
administered a breathalizer test
for court evidence. A new rule
rates refusal of the test as
admission of guilt and a six
month suspension will follow.
In the month of September
alone, 3500 tickets were written
for Palm Beach County traffic
offenses. Divide that number by
an estimated statistic that 50
percent of all traffic offenses are
a result of driving under the
influence, and a startling 1750
represent hazards in this
community, Not impressive
enough? On the weekend of
October 7, two Boca task force
officers made four D.U.I. arrests
(one involved an accident).
Consider this information a
preliminary warning, or else you
may find yourself in the D.U.I.
zone~

We all know that the main ·
policy for bars is that you have
to be twenty-one to get in with
some form of identification, but
did you know that Club Boca
only accepts three types of
identification? General Manager,
David Silver, said, "We accept
passports, military I.D.s, and
American driver's licenses, which
we check with a book that has
all fifty states' licenses in it."
Did you know that Club Boca
has a Designated Driver Program?
This means that the designated
driver gets complimentary juices
or soda if he asks the bartender.
After asking Scott Merkel, the
Harid Conservatory Dancers Class. Dancers L to R: Lydia
general ~anager of Dirty Moes
Tetzlaff, Jennifer Stelzer, Annette Milliron, Regina McMahon
West, he said, "No, we don't
have a Designated Driver
Photo by Susan Cohen
Program, but it sounds like a
good idea. All we offer to do is
call the Yellow Cab service and
send them home."
By Kari Pfeiffer
Club Boca employees have to
pass a test given by the Nation
The Harid Conservatory is a
classes for dancers in theory,
Liquor Liabilities Foundation. The
private conservatory for music
history, and solfege (sightemployees at Dirty Moes West
and dance study, much like the
reading).
have to meet with agents of The Julliard School in New York. It
The Conservatory has twentyAlcohol, Beverage and Tobacco
opened for the school year 1988four students from around the
Bureau for training. Both
89, and is presently in its second
country and one iQjernational
comp.ank train the ban ndc:r:.
·c· . lt wliji
b a multin
a t:
mt ton o ar onor, w o wishes
the college level and attend CBR,
I.D.s and to spot p_eople who
to remain anonymous.
and the rest attend Pope John
have had too much to drink.
Only the dance program is
Paul High School.
The
Both Silver and Merkel said
now in effect. It is designed for
"dormitory" is temporarily
they usually have no problem
intensive study, and it prepares
located at a hotel in Deerfield
with underage people getting in
the students for careers as
Beach. In january, the first of
because it's usually an older
dancers, choreographers, directors
the buildings the Conservatory is
crowd. Officer Bob Rutter, of the
of companies and schools,
having built will open on the
Boca Raton Police Department,
teachers, and arts managers. The
south end of CBR campus.
said, "We don't have any
program includes six days per
Classes ar.e
open for
problems with those two clubs."
week of classes in ballet
observation by CBR faculty . and
According to Officer Rutter, if technique, pointe, men's class,
students who are interested.
a minor that is over eighteen
variations, partnering, jazz,
The students will be putting
gets caught in a bar, he is
character, rehearsals, and music.
on Christmas performances
char~ed as an adult. He gets a
The faculty and administration
December 16 and 17 and opening
notice to appear in court and if are well-known throughout the
performances for the new
it is his first time then it is
dance world. The dance program
building January 27 and 28.
usually a misdemeanor. The bar
also includes intensive music
has to go in front of the board
of the Tobacco and Firearms
Administration, which reviews the
bar's record. The bar usually
ends up paying a fine or
eventually closing for good.
By Kristen Lizza
even get her own mail; "I have
All of the polices lead up to
been getting Marie Beck's mail
letting the customer have a good
and she probably is getting
time, but knowing when to say
"They're nasty, they're very
mine."
"when." Their goal is to have
nasty. It's never on time!" Stacey
Students feel the biggest
customers make it home safely
Soldo, a freshman at CBR is
inconvenience is the package
and come back to have fun.
frustrated with the mail room
room is so far. You have to cart
personnel. Her sentiments are
it
· all the way back to the
shared by many. When asked
dorm,," said Alaine Kennedy, a
about her experiences with the
sophomore at CBR.
mail room, Dana Vamvakias said
In response to many students'
"I don't like how you can't get
complaints, Alberta Nolan, mail
the mail on Saturdays." Brenda
room personnel, stated "sorting
By Andrew Adkins
Peirson, a sophomore at CBR,
out
the mail everyday is a long
would like the mail to be
and
cumbersome ritual. " This is
distributed earlier. Students
For thousands of people
especially
true for Nolan because
become
anxious
when
they
know
nationwide, steroids are the drug
she is new on the staff. Students
of choice. Anabolic steroids are
they have been sent mail from
hovering over her and
family and friends. They build
medically advanced drugs that
complaining
naturally slows her
their hopes up on receiving their
when properly used can help
work considerably. AI Lepera,
letters. To them it seems an
restore muscle damage. Their
who has been working in the
endless wait before anyone
popularity has moved outside of
mail room for five years, said
bothers to put the mail in their
the medical field and into the
"They're not giving us a chance,
box. Anyone who is in the mail
social atmosphere. Steroids are
that's all." Lepera picks up the
room at noon can see and feel
being taken by high school a·nd
mail Monday thru Friday at 7:00
the tension between the impatient
college students to enhance their
a.m.
He arrives back at CBR at
students and the mail distributor.
image. The drug increases
See Students page s
Courtney
Beck
said
she
doesn't
See Musles on page S

Harid Conservatory

Students Complain,Mail
Room Explains

Instant
Muscles?

BRIEFS
Security on Campus
Cameras, alarms, T.V. monitors:
The security technology of
tomorrow has arrived at C.B.R.
today. According to Mike
McMurray, Director of Security
on C.B.R.'s campus, the Security
Department wanted to set up the
ultimate security for a college
campus. The school has made
several additions to our college
campus such as closed circuit
television cameras in Wixted
Dorm, a lock-door system to
insure a one-way-in, one•way-out
mechanism, and alarms on several
doors past curfew hours to insure
that there are no intruders
invading the dorm halls.
The security. department
wanted students to feel as safe
and secure on C.B.R.'s campus as
they would in their own homes.
This is working out well.
McMurray commented that he
feels this is the best year for
C.8.R. security-wise. There is less
crime, vandalism and theft than
there has been at · C.B.R. for
quite some time.
The security team of C.B.R.
wants to have a better
relationship with the students
who attend the school. They
understand the student's need to
enjoy life while attending college,
but they have to maintain order
to give the students a safe and
secure atmosphere for learning.

Office of the Dean of
Freshmen
Dean of Freshmen, ,Greg Cox,
is fairly satisfied with this yea(s
freshmen class. Mr. Cox says that
he has noticed that the freshmen
class is "pretty typical", but the
students are slightly stronger
academically than past classes.
Mr. Cox's job as Dean of
Freshmen involves the academic
life of the freshmen class. He
helps students make the right
academic choices.
Next semester, Dean Cox has
nothing planned for the present
freshmen class. For incoming
freshmen (transfer students), there
is a small orientation planned.
those students will ilso receive
pre-registered schedules, as did
tlte present freshmen class.

KOR
Since before day one K.O.R.
has been on the move trying to
make campus life more enjoyable.
They were here making
orientation easier for freshmen
and new students.
K.O.R. also sponsored several
events that went over extremely
well with C.B.R . students.
Everyone who participated in the
K.O.R. Challenge, Knight on the
Town, and Casino Night had a
great time. These were some of
the most popular activities this
semester. So don't forget to
check what K.O.R. is doing for
students on campus.

Library
The C.B.R. library offers these
educational tools: CDROM (the
periodical guide to literature on
computer), Reader Printer (a
microfilm program from which
you can print the information
you retrieve), and a professional
staff of li\m~r!ans available during
library hours. Library hours are:
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 am - 10:00 pm,
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Fri. 8:30 am-5:00 pm, Sat. 12:00
pm-5:00 pm, and Sun. 2:00 pm10:00 pnt. The library is a
member of the Florida Libraries
Inter-Library Program, a search
service that allows students and
faculty to access any research
materials not available on this
campus.
"We feel that the library
should serve the purpose of a
warm, quiet environment in
which students can achieve their
academic goals,'' library
administrator Kathleen Clunan
said. "Library expansion is now
in progress to include a larger
collection of reading materials."
Because the library is
purchasing new books everyday,
suggestions are welcome in the
selection process.

Academic Council •
The Academic Council of the
College of Boca Raton was
established to discuss and
recommend programs of study
that affect the school's academics.
They primarily review and make
decisions concerning new c6urses
and new programs of study.
So far this semester, the
academic council has, under the
leadership of Mr. Gregg Cox,
approved two new courses, one
of which is for the honors
program, and also three new
degree programs.
Next semester the academic
council will set their sights on
establishing the courses for
summer term and recommending
new freshmen courses. One will
deal with coping with being
away from home and all that
goes with starting college.
A last note, to ·settle all the
runtQrs tbat haYe. been s r
concerning the College of Boca
Raton turning into a university
any time soon, Mr. Cox assures
us that will not be happening in
the near future.

Bookstore
The College of Boca Raton
Bookstore,
located
in
Collegetown, is getting ready for
the Spring Semester. For the past
six years the Bookstore, under
the management of Maryann
Ladika, has been providing
services for the students of CBR.
It is a resource center for books,
small snacks, limited necessities,
check cashing, and college
paraphernalia.
With the spring semester just
around the corner, the bookstore
has ordered new mock turtleneck
sweatshirts and waist packs in
hot new colors. Selected
merchandise now in ·stock will be
on sale half price. New books for
the spring semester have already
been ordered as well, and will be
available for students at their
convenience.
Check cashing provided by the
bookstore will continue to be
active for the spring semester. It
is policy that students wishing to
cash checks should have their
school identification card with
them at the time. It is important
they are careful not to bounct:
checks. If a student bounces a
check, he/she will no longer be
able to cash checks at the
bookstore for the remainder of
the semester.
"Any comments or suggestions
are always welcome," said
Ladika. "The manager and staff
are willing to listen."

ARC: Part of a Circle
By Patricia Dye
Director of ARC
"Help us help you help
yourself.'' This is the motto of
the Academic Resource Center
(ARC), established at the College
of Boca Raton this year.
Embodied in the phrase is the
primary ARC objective of
providing assistance to students in
the development of academic
skills and improvement of course
work by leading them to a
realization of their needs and
providing the means to address
these needs.
In addition to tutorial . and
computer assistance, students are
advised on the organization of
their college work load. The
"help us" phrase in the motto
refers to the necessity for the
student to talk with ARC staff
about his problem areas, so that
recommendations can be made
and the center can become part
of the circle of his college life;
Should he be seeing a tutor? Can
computer reinforcement help him
improve reading, language and
writing skills? Does he need
advice on study procedure or
essay writing? By making the
problem known, the student has
taken the first · step in helping
himself.

Many students fail to realize
that they need assistance until it's
too late. Mid-term has passed,
interim reports have been
delivered and bewilderment has
set in for those who can't figure
out where they went wrong
during the first half of the
semester. Is the problem with
notetaking? Test taking?
Outlining? Textbook reading and
highlighting? Math problem
solving? Essay writing? ARC can
prescribe spedfic help in all these
areas.
The computer/study lab opens
each day, Monday through
Thursday at 9:00 am. and closes
at 7:30 p.m. Friday hours are
9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
English and math tutors are in
the classrooms from 2:00 p.m.
till 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Thursday; accounting help is
available on Wednesday and
Thursday from 5:30 p.m. till 7:30
p.m.
We can assist students if they
will come and talk with us. ARC
is striving to become a segment
of the circle that encompasses
each CBR student's college life.
Understand the student's need
to enjoy life while attending
colle.ge, but they have t·o
maintain order to give the
students a safe and secure
atmosphere of learning.

H20
To Go
By Stephen Strapec
Each year hundreds of
students, from all over the globe,
venture to the College of "Boca
Raton in anticipation of warm
sunny beaches . Unfortunately,
many ~ ~ Sludalts ne-ver
look past the beaches :md take
advantage of what the warm
Florida waters have to offer.
Scuba diving, one of south
Florida's favorites, is popular off
all coasts of the state. Florida's
waters offer thousands of
interesting dive sites, including
colorful reefs and mysterious
shipwrecks, all abundant with
tropical fish and other aquatic
life. Students interested in taking
dive lessons should contact a
reputable dive shop, sue!) as
Force-E in Boca Raton. Force-E,
located at 877 East Palmetto Park
Road, offers group or private
instruction ranging in price from
$170 to $250.
Several dive boats that make
routine trips to favorite dive
spots are available for charter
locally. One such boat is the
"Get Down," located .at the Cove
Marina in Deerfield Beach. Rates
range from approximately S20 to
$35 per person. If one does not
choose to dive from a boat, he
may consider a beach dive.
Deerfield Beach is one popular
location for beach dives because
reefs are easily accessed by
means of a short swim.
Florida's year-round warm
climate is also excellent for
waterskiing . Until recently,
waterskiing was not practical for
most people, as it requires a
boat. But now, the introduction
of cable skiing, in which a skier
is towed by a suspended cable
instead of a boat, has
revolutionized the sport of
waterskiing. Ski Rixen, located at
Quiet Waters Park in Pompano
Beach, offers cable skiing at an
affordable price. Hourly or daily
passes may be purchased, and
range in price from S 10 to $20.

At Ski Rixen, up to a dozen
skiers :it once can be towed
around a half mile course.
·AdjUstable speedS, from 15 to ·36
MPH , are available to
aceommodare everyooe, from ~
first time skier to the more
advanced slalom or barefoot
skier. A ski pass at Ski Rixen
includes all necessary equipment,
plus a ski lesson.
Another popular Florida water
sport is surfing. Florida's coast
offers many types of surf
conditions, including island
surfing, night surfing, and special
locations excellent for surfing
during storms and hurricanes. ·
One spot nearby is Deerfield
beach, just north of the pier. For
those interested in surfing, but
unfamiliar with Florida's hot
spots, a surf map of ·Florida,
called "Shred Florida," has been
produced and is available in
many popular surf and watersport
specialty shops. "Shred Florida"
includes such valuable information
as locations, travelling times,
breaks, and other important
factors in selecting a surfing
location. Boca Surf and Sail is a
pop.ular surf -sbop iq Boca Raton.
'fbey: offer a wide variety of
surfboards, sailboards, accessories, .
and a large selection of surfwear.
Boca Surf and Sail is located at
4251 North Federal Highway in
Boca Raton.

For more information on
water sports contact the
following:
Force-E
368-0SSS

Ski Rixen
(30S) 429-021 S
Boca Surf a Sail
394-8818

Boca Underwater
Services
(30S) 368-0828

Mortuary Scien·ce
Major
By Vicky Anctil & Gerri It. Alexander

President's Honor Society: Jodi Horowitz, Jodi Ann Figliolino,
Heidi Ladika, Horacio A. Clare, Cynthia Kezer, Melissa Santanelli,
Sheri Houston, and Virginia Karpet.
Photo by Fritz Bublitz

Honors Program
By Claudia Gerth & Sophia Casis
Have you ever had an idea
and thought it would never
work? An idea such as starting
your own business? Beginning a
club? Or setting a goal and trying
to achieve it? Well, CBR students
m_ade an idea possible when they
took on the challenge of creating
and presenting an Honors
Program which has become a
reality.
These past couple of months
Claudia Gerth, Sophia Casis and
other students worked many
hours creating this program with
the :l.Uidanc
of Or. Braaten,
SiSter Rose ow ·n,
r. i
i g
and Dr. Miller. Thanks to their
help, CBR is now offering a
program to upper class students
who possess at least a 3.25 GPA
and who are interested in
enlightening and challenging
themselves
through
interdisciplinary study of aspects
of today's world.
This is a one credit, two hour
class which meets once a week
for seven weeks. The theme is
Current Issues and covers sue~
tropjcs as Japan, the Iron Cunain,

the Greenhouse effect, Poetry,
and the Deficit. The classes are
team-taught by various professors.
How is the H9nors Program
different from the average class
offered at CBR? It is unique
because it will focus upon
intensive discussion and analysis
during class time. There will be
one major evaluation to
determine the grade. The student
will have a choice in determining
the type of evaluation :
presentation, formal debate or
research paper.
This is a prog_ram foi u ~er
a
tu n
w o are
ot
scholastically capable and
educationally ambitious. If you
are such a student who fits this
description, you are encouraged
to apply for this program .
Faculty will distribute applications
to qualified students. Students are
aYso encouraged to pick up
applications from faculty
members. We hope this program
will provide an opportunity for
motivated students to experience
depth as well as breadth in a
multidisciplinary approach.

College ofBoca Raton
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, Florida 33431,5598- (407) 994,0770

A Message from the
President ...
One of my greatest joys as President of the College of Boca
Raton has been my involvement over the yeat~ with the hundreds
of students who through their integrity and varied talents have
contributed so significantly to the life and growth of our college
community. As those of us who have a life commitment to higher
education well know, it is the caliber of the students we educate
and the sense of values and understanding of human issues that
they take with them into the wider world that is the real measure
of the institutions we lead. I am deeply proud of the students
who are and have been a part of the College of Boca Raton and
am delighted that you will have yet another opportunity to give
expression to your creativity and ideas through Knight Life.
Sincerely,

----

J::>IIY!~dO?J:-~

Many students do not realize
that the College of Boca Raton
offers a mortuary science
program. This program was
designed to produce a wellrounded individual with
knowledge of the psychological,
business, and scientific aspects of
today's funeral service.
The funeral service student
focuses on the structures and
diseases of the human body, as
well as the management of
funeral' homes. He is also trained
in grief counseling to educate the
pu.blic and to serve his
community.
The funeral service program
was designed by Mi:. John A.
Chew, who also teaches
Embalming I and II, Sanitation,
and Restorative An. Dr. Arlene
Cross teaches Microbiology,

Anatomy I & II, and Patho_logy.
Mr. David Jarvi, L.F.D., teaches
Introduction to Funeral Service, .
Principles of Funeral Service, and
Funeral Home Management. Dr.
Feinman teaches the Death and
Dying class.
As students in this program,
we have experienced a true
closeness with our fellow
classmates. Students of this major
help each other greatly in
achieving the goal that we are all
striving for.
The program has been in
existence for six years on this
campus. It has since incorporated
a Funeral Service Fraternity ,
Sigma Phi Sigma. The president
of the fraternity this year is
Jonathan E. Burg.
For more information on this
major, see the Funeral Service
Coordinator, Mr. John A. Chew.

Focus On: The Provost
By Loren Goldstein
Knightlife: "Do the students
of CBR ever approach you and
make any suggestions?"
Matthews: " Historically a few
of the students have. The most
glowing example of this is wit.h a
current group of students . On
their

James Matthews, Provost
Mr. Jim Matthews, Provost of
the College of Boca Raton, is the
man behind the academic affairs
of the college. Although this is
his first year in this posiJion, he
has already established recognition
· for doing his job well. He takes
a sincere interest in the
academics and activities, as well
as the staff and students on
campus and is enthusiastic about
the College of Boca Raton' s
future.
Knightlife: "Can you explain
exactly what a Provost does?"
Matthews:
"A
Provost
functions as a Chief Academic
Officer so that all areas of
academic affairs report to me.
That includes all of the faculty,
Continuing Education, Career
Center, Placemen,t Office,
Academic Research Center,
Registrar's Office , and the
Library."
Knightlife: "How do you
determine what courses should
be taught at the College of Boca
Raton?"
Matthews:
''The
original
stimulus for programs at any
institution comes from the Board
of Trustees, to the President, to
the Chief Academic Officer, and
then the faculty. The faculty will
conduct a review for revisions to
the programs through its
curriculum committee and then
ultimately through total faculty or
academic council."

own ioilialiv •

.
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help from a few interested
faculty members, they instituted
an Honors program here. We are
developing the program as a
direct result of their action. I am
very enthusiastic about it. "
Knightlife: "It being that the
College of Boca Raton is a small
school, what are some of the
advantages?''
Matthews: " There are many
advantages to a smail school. The
Professors are your teachers in all
the sections . The lectures are
anywhere from fifteen to thinyfive students, that's a distinct
advantage: The people, the staff,
and by staff I'm talking about the
people on the administrative side
also, are really here to do two
things. Number one to educate or
provide the means for students to
learn. At the same time we also
recognize that the other side of
that is that the students while
they are in college, are also
maturing. It's part of the overall
process of maturing and learning
that goes on in the college that
we think can better be done at a
small institution because it is
done on a more personal level. "
Knightlife: ''What are you
most excited about this year?"
Matthews: " The quality of
people who work in academic
affairs. I am as excited about that
aspect as I am about the Honors
program. And that means a lot to
me, looking over the whole
academic arena, it's a vary
meaningful thing."
In the time Mr. Matthews has
been at the College of Boca
Raton, he has become an
important asset. He is a man
who stands behind his position,
and has a compassionate interest
in the college. He is looking
forward to watching it grow and
develOp .w ith each new success.
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As Editor of the college
newspaper, I, with the help of
my colleagues, have come to
realize that drinking is a hot
issue that is discussed in the
dorms, cafeteria, and even the
newsroom. Most of the students
discuss when and where the
parties are going to be and how
much alcohol will be available.
In this issue of the paper there
a.re bar reviews, but these
reviews were written by a
responsible, legal agea reporter.
There are also two articles that
inform students of ·the
consequences if caught with false
identification or drinking and
driving. I strongly urge the
student body to read both of
these articles and to think about
the consequences.
I am not lecturing and telling
students not to drink because I'd
be a hypocrite if I did. I, as . a
human being who cares about
her fellow students, just want
· you to understand. that it' 'is the
students, themselves, who are
ultimately resJjonsible when they
drink.• If you kill someone in an
alcohol-related car accident, then
yo4 go to jail; and if you are a
minor your parents are liable to
be sued by the victim's family.
Pl~ase understand that you, the
students, must be responsib'le for
all of your actions . when you
drink and must also be the ones
who suffer the consequences. The
next time that you drink, thjnk
about the responsibility that you
owe to your family, friends,
girlfriend/boyfriend, and most of
all, to yourself.

Anonymous

By Melissa Cohen
Dear Editor,

I'm writing this letter in
reference to curfew. It's not fair
that we, as young college
students, should have to be
directed as to how long we are
allowed to have company in our
rooms. I'm sure most of the
students here C<?me to college not
only for an education but also to
gain their independence and the
right to make their ' own
decisions. A curfew is something
we had to endure while growing
,up. We're on our own now; give
us a break!
Camille Church

Dear Editor,

As
a
concerned
and
sympathetic student, I would like
to write and stress my feelings
on the way in which the entire
student body carries on due to
the cafeteria meals.
I feel that the workers in the
steaming kitchen labor to the
best of their ability to serve us
with the best and most enjoyable
meals. Although it really does not
taste like our mom's home
cooked meals, these cooks have
tried. Give ,them credit, I ask the
student body!
Cherise Garanito

Letters
Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

I hav.e gone here almost a year
and when 1 am at a party I hear
people saying negative things
about The College of Boca Raton.
I would like to know what
people outside of the school,
who are professionals in
schooling, feel about C.B.R.. I
feel that C.B.R. is a good school
because it has small classes and
you can get to know your
instructor. The instructor can
help you and relate to you since
he or she knows you.

It depresses me to see that the
price we, the students and our
parents pay for food is so high
and the quality of food is so
low. The hours that they serve
food should be extended so that
people who have a class during
these hours have a chance to eat.
They also need to raise the
quality of food and supply more
foods thai meet a basic standard
of the students.
Steve Abele

David Baas
Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

I feel that this school should
I am aware of the ever rising
crime situation here in America,
especially that of the Miami area,
but that does not mean this
school should be . turned into a
fortress. There has been a recent
upsurge in security in and around
the school. Guards are now
walking around the dorms at
nights evesdropping on rooms
and generally looking for people
to bust. There is a security cabin
which has been erected at the
side entrance to the school, and
when you come in late security
guards rush up to you and
demand identification. They make
sure no girls get into the boys'
rooms after hours. There are
even video cameras in the dorms!
Next, they will be putting up
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The Odd
Couple

fences around the campus. Come
on C.B.R. lighten up, we're at
college!

be better equipped. There should

be a field house or somewhere a
person can work out. It seems
for the money we pay, we do
not get a lot of the facilities
other schools do. It does seem
that the school is trying to solve
this problem by putting in weight
rooms and other facilities to
make the students feel more
comfortable. I hope they will
keep doing this because the
school does seem to be growing
and not reducing. I also feel that
the dorm rooms could be in
better condition. In our room
we have a broken bed and chair:
I hope they will do something to
make this school better.
Peter Hinrichs

Indecent
Exposure
By Rachel Bentz

Take a look aroun~ at your
female classmates. Take a look at
what they are wearing - now ask
yourself - who is asking to be
raped? Well, according to a jury
right here in Florida some of you
- depending on the clothes you
are wearing - are asking for it!
Recently, there was a twenty
two year old woman abducted at
knifepoint from a Fort Lauderdale
restaurant, and raped repeatedly.
The jury, three men and three
women, acquitted a twenty-six
year old drifter of this crime
against this woman because they
believe "she asked for it the way
she was dressed,'' the jury
foreman told a newspaper
reporter. He said, "the way she
was dressed - · with that skirt,
you could see everything she
. had. S~e was .acfve.rtising {or
sex."
l'Wuk. a u ~n &n<i ~
is trendy these days
lace
stockings, bustiers, miniskirts,
minidresses, and midriff baring
tops. The more exposed look is
in and students on campuses all
over Florida agree that they like
and will continue to wear
whatever is in style!
I personally think the idea of
clothing being a come-on for
rape is an outdated, chauvinistic
attitude. There are many other
women, including Isabel Watson
· (a fashion design student) who
would agree. Isabel and Diana
Romero, both students here at
the College of Boca Raton, (when
interviewed by reporters) said
that such ideas are ridiculous and
that no woman, no matter what
she is wearing, is asking to be
raped.
· I agree with clothing historians
who say both men and women
dress for admiration, as well as
attention. But I do not believe
that anyone would intentionally
dress to provoke a rape or
hostility. I think allowing an
accused rapist to go free because
of the way the victim was
dressed is just way to · rationalize
criminal behavior.
In this particular case it is not
just male chauvinism - half of the
members of that jury were
women. Obviously, and sad to
say, there is a tendency by many
people to blame sexual assault or
abuse on the victims themselves.
It seems possible that women,
after years of struggle against
such attitudes, will again be
subjected to the illogical idea
"she asked for it."
Women should not have to be
intimidated by ideas like that and
they should continue to fight for
their personal rights. What do
you think?

This is a subtle warning to any
student thinking of moving off
campus next semester. Your best
friend does not always make the
best roommate.
The leasing office of a rental
community is not as sympathetic
as the campus housing director.
Once you sign the lease, you're
stuck. Messy Marvin or the Early
Bird is yours for the next six or
nine months.
Jim's habit of using the bunk
bed as a combination jungle gymclothes line may not be
conducive to the proper upkeep
of mica rental furniture. Larry's
eating habits may be a source of
amusement at school, but could
you really stand to see those
ingredients next to your tofu?
Does your hall phone ring
constantly for Julie at any hour
of the day or night? Could you
stand the nightly calls at ungodly
hours from her boyfriend in
Boston? Does the thought of
cleaning his own bathroom make
Nate break out in a cold sweat?
Last year my roommates and I
decided to stay down here for
Spring Break. Half of the Spring
Break crowd stayed in our
apartment. There were piles of
beer cans and wet towels taller
than the trees outside. My
roommates claimed these
seventeen people were their best
friends .
You may end up with a
roommate who can remember the
middle names and birthdays of
every guy she ever dated, but
has amnesia when it com~s to
the day the rent is due. Your
roommate may be able to afford
to get a pedicure every week,
but is suddenly tapped out when
the phone bill comes.
Maybe the quiet kid who
wears shoes in the dorm showers
is your perfect match.
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Faculty Notes
By DeAnna DeVito
From teaching at highly
respected universities in different
parts of the world to
interviewing guests on a local
television talk show, the teaching
staff at the College of Boca
Raton is far from ordinary. The
College of Boca Raton's faculty
have published pamphlets, articles
in local newspapers, and even
books. many have received
numerous scholarly awards in
different fields, as well as
personal rewards from their
students.
Mrs. A. Emmanuele, English
Department, taught in West
Germany for one year and later
taught in Rome, Italy for three
years. She also travelled
extensively behind the Iron
Curtain. She explored Elba, the
island of Napoleon's exile, and
Malta.
Myrle Horn, Travel and
Tourism Instructor, says, "My
career in travel and tourism has
taken me all lover the world."
She said that living among people
of foreign cultures has taught her
that people are truly the same,
and wars are not made by the
people, but by politics.
John Pickering, History and
Political Science Instructor, for
the last six years, has been in
over twenty theatre productions.
He has also won the "Punyon"
Acting Award in four categories.
He is currently appearing in
"Arsenic and Old Lace" in Coral
Springs.
Joan Savage-Hutchinson, Art
Instructor said that one of the
highlights in her career was
teachin~ art
and interviewing
guests on a wedc.ly. liyc television
program in Fort Lauder a e for
three years.
Dr. J. Braaten is a Sociology
Instructor who has been at the
college since 1980. She received
the Outstanding Teacher Award
in 1986 and again in 1989. She
is currently the Self~Study
Director for
the SACS
reaccreditation process of the
college.
,
Robert M. Estes, Mathematics
Instructor, was the County
Representative to the National
Council of Teachers Of
Mathematics for eight years in
New York. He was also an
officer and executive board
member of the New York
Mathematics Associations.
Richard Kustin, DBA. is a
· Marketing Instructor at the
College of Boca Raton. He was
visiting Associate Professor for
Boston University at Ben-Gurion
University, in Israel this summer.
He lectured two graduate courses
in their Master of Science
program. He has also published
three articles this past academic
year.

Sister Rose Bowen, who
teaches English published an
article
in
Horizons
called,
"Christology in the Works of
Flannery O'Conner." Horizons is
the journal of the College
Theological Society of the United
States and Canada.
Diane Richard-Allerdyce,
another English teacher, presented
a
paper
called,
"ExCommunication and the Politics
of (Professional) Positioning" at
Kent State University in May,
1989 as part of a conference on
"Lacan, Disguise, and Politics." A
paper she presented there in
1987 has just been published in a
book, and the UMG Research
Press has invited her to submit a
proposal for turning her
dissertation into another book.
Also in March, 1990 she is going
to present a pape_r at the
American Culture Association/Pop.
Culture Association in Toronto,
Canada, as part of the women~s
caucus.
Assistant Professor Thomas K.
Noble, Hotel and .Restaurant
Management Division recently
wrote a proposal with the New
Haven, Connecticut Cultural
Affairs Department on the
economic outlook and how to
handle difficult customers for
hospitality front-line personnel.
Over two hundred participants
from front desk staff to Yale
University Museum staff attended
the ali-day seminar. In addition
to being one of the main
SP.eakers, he also conducted a
televised mm1-seminar through
role playing with the participants.
Dr. Susan Braunstein, Associate
Professor of ComqlUnica io~. ~ a
co ummst
t e laml era '
position which she has held for
almost six years. She has also coauthored one book, written one
film, several videotapes, and
numerous articles, booklets, and
newsletters. Her current scholarly
work is in the area of police
education, and she had an article
on police education published in
October.
Dr. B. Kauffman, Head of the
Humanities Division He is an
accomplished mus1c1an who
played professionally in Chicago.
Marsha Sinagra, Reading
Instructor, is a volunteer tutor
for the Center for Effective
Community Literacy. She has
worked for this literacy program
for over a year, tutoring adults
who are considered functionally
illiterate.
Ms. Ann Crawford, a Chemistry
Instructor at the College of Boca
Raton says, "Aft~r twenty years
of teaching, I have learned so
much about life; human nature
and the innate goodness within
each of us. My students have
been my teachers."

ror

Muscles

continue from' page 1
hormone growth in the · body,
which cause rapid muscle growth.
Obtained illegally when
students take steroids for six
week cycles to change their
appearance, they are not looking
at the risks involved. Steroids are
drugs, as lethal as cocaine, if
abused.
The myth of steroids is that
first time users cannot get hurt.
That myth can kill. Taking
steroids greatly increases the
chance of heart attacks and heart
disease. The best known ailment
of abusers is that with continued
use the testicles shrink.

Faculty &: Staff at The Ball: (L to R) Mr. Linsley Devau, Dr. Don
Ross, Father "Marty" Devereaux, Dr. Susan Braunstein, Mrs.
Myrle Horn, Mr. Thomas Noble.

Le
Bal
Jan Glitz

Masqu~

By

The Ninth Annual College Ball,
." Le Bal Masque", was held
Saturday, November 18, 1989, in
the Lynn Student Center. Close
to 300 people, wearing or
carrying masques, shared the
lavish evening.
Guests were welcomed by Dr.
and Mrs. Donald E. Ross, Count·
and Countess Adolph deHoernle,
Honorary Chairmen, and Mrs.
William K. Carpenter and Mrs.
John Zaccagnini, Co-Chairmen.
A sumptuous dinner buffet was
served on the Veranda . Soft;
twinkling lights, and strolling
musicians added to the ambiance
of the delightful South Florida
evening. A flaming dessert
presentation greeted our guests as
they settled at their tables in the
Ballroom. The theme was carried
out in the decot. Silver and
ma~enta
table linens were set

with centerpi«jces of silver, white,
aod gold tulle accent~d with
masques. The Lester Lanin
Orchestra provided mu&ic for
dancing the night away.
Dr. Ross presented the annual
Boca Raton Award to Mr. Richard
P. McCusker, Vice Chairman of
the Board of Trustees. Mr.
McCusker has been involved with
College of Boca Raton since its
Marymount days and is
responsible for establishing the
McCusker Sports Complex which
provides facilities for soccer,
baseball, tennis, basketball, and
volleyball in addition to the pool.
Proceeds from the Ball are
earmarked for the Scholarship
Fund. During this academic year,
the College will award $894,000
in scholarship aid to worthy
students. These dollars are above
and beyond the financial aid
available from state or (
res urces.

Students

Continue from page 1
a.m. Then he and .Nolan
have to sort it all out. Nolan,
who is in charge of students'
mail said she usually has the
students mail in their boxes by
11 :00 a.m. Students come around
noon. However, Nolan and
Lepera both admit that due to
the new staff change and an
unusually heavy mail load they
have been behind. Lepera sald
the reason the mail room is
closed on Saturdays is because
there is no mail pick up for him
on Saturday. So the mail students
would get would be Friday's.
Arthur Landgren in the CBR
personnel office said that the
mail package room was moved
from the library building into
room
26 in the
most
northwesterly building is because
faculty wanted the mail room
and the copy center separ~ted.
7:45

.

The faculty feared for the safety
of their tests. They felt too much
was going on in one room, the
room was too small for all the
mail. The mail room was moved
to room 26 because it was the
only place left on campus.
Landgren said he feels that
since 95 percent of the students
have cars and drive to classes, it
shouldn't be difficult for students
to drive to the mail room. Nolan
and Lepera both are willing to
help with large packages.
The people in the mail room ·
are ready to go out of their way
to accommodate the students.
Landgren said "This is a service
to students, we realize not every
student can be happy, but some
have chips on their shoulders."
He added, "students will see by
December a vast improvement in
the mail room."

(

OTHER PROBLEMS
INCLUDE:
• Impotence
• Lessened sexual drive
• Increased aggressiveness
• Moodiness
• High blood pressure
• Hair loss
• Liver and kidney failure
• Increased water retention
• Possible mentally
addicted
Many people betieve that
steroids dissipate out of their
body in a week. Studies have
found steroids in patients up to
two months after use.

All steroids effect the body
differently. Some are taken to
make mass; to create a bulky,
larger muscle. Others can be
taken to "cut" or define muscles.
Body builders use steroids
because they enhance the look of
muscles while decreasing body fat
to show definition. Students want
big biceps and a chest to
impress. To get these results, a
strict diet must be followed plus
daily workouts at the gym are
required. Taking a pill before
sleep will not produce muscles in
the morning.

According to a periodical
published for body builders. If
steroid consumption is
compounded with drinking, it
doubles the strain on the liver.
There are sacrifices. When
using steroids, one should not
drink alcohol or use any other
illicit drugs. One should lessen
sodium intake and eat low
calorie, high protein foods.
Anabolic steroid availability and
use appear to be increasing each
ye-,r, according to Muscle and
Fitness. Unless there is a stop to
abuse, our nation's . future is in
serious jeopardy.,
KNIGHTLIFE S

Fashion, Alive and Well
at Boca
By Kristen Lizza
"A girl will turn my head if
she's wearing ripped baggy jeans
that are tappered at ~he bottom,
with a belt and a tucked in tshirt ," said Mark Robi , a
freshman at CBR. This ripped
baggy look was hip in the 60's,
only now we've gone to
tappered instead of the old bell
bottoms .
Steve Abele another freshman
at CBR, said he notices a girl if
she's wearing, " a tight pair of
jeans with a short white top
with short sleelves ." Short?
Tight ? How many girls are
willing, or cofident enough to be
that provocative? Or is the word
"tacky" more fitting? Pete Lavfn;
freshman at CBR, said he likeS
girls in "bright colo~s , body-glove
bathing suit tops ahd when a
girl's stomach shows. " Bright
colors are fine, but let's leave
the bathing suits at the beach.
Alex Napp, a freshman at CBR,
said "boots, skirt, and a cropped
fringed jacket are what I like a
girl in.' ' Cropped jackets are
definitely in, but can make a girl
look like a cow unless she has
an almost invisible waist and
bottom.
Caroline Fiar, sophomore at
CBR said that she would feel
comfortable wearing a mini-skirt
about mid thigh, or six inches
above the knee. Overall the girls
at CBR will not go much higher
than "above the knee" · in the
mini-skirt department. However,
everyone has to agree that miniskirts, no matter what length,
tend to "ride up."
When asked what she considers
a "hot" outfit, Monique Berger,
sophomore at CBR, said "a green
suede mini-skirt and a jacket is a
hot outfit. " If you can stand the
Florida heat, suede, especially
green , can feel wonderful
anytime, anyplace . Tami
McLaughlin, a freshman at CBR,
said that an electric blue jacket
and skirt is what she would wear
if she wanted to feel hot.
Electric blue is a daring color,
and looks perfect with jet black
or blue-black hair.
Most girls do not like guys in
tight, tight clothing. Many find
clothes that leave nothing to the
imagination, like men's bikini
bathing suits, repulsive. The
quickest way for a guy to turn a
_girl off (aside from him spitting
while he talks) is if h~ has on
really tight Sergio Valentes, a
button-down shin unbuttoned to
his navel, and a gold chain,
UGH!!! Kelli Ann Eich, a senior
at CBR, said she likes to see
guys in preppy clothes:, duckhead
pants and a buttoned up polo.
This look says "after college, I'm
on my way to Wall Street."
Kerlyn Morrison, freshman at
CBR, said "I like a guy in jeans,
not tight but ripped at the knees,
work boots, a plain t-shin. I love
guys that wear bandanas or a hat
backwards." A guy in workboots
is completely masculine . A
backward hat gives him that
mysterious, rude boy look.
Allison Conway, a freshman at
CBR, said she likes to see guys
~in Z Cavaricci pants and a nice
buttoned-down shirt. Notice how
she said "buttoned down." All
you guys out there who like to
show Off your chest, don't take
that too literally.
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Diamond earrings the size of
golf balls and golf hoops' to
~highlight the goltballs .

Large " Yoko Ono" sunglasses
...
to hide the hangover eyes: - - - - -- •,-

Bag which contains :
1) beach towel
2) tanning oil
3) latest copies of Vogue ,
Cosmo, and Elle
4) a pen-to write down

Barbara Bush pearls worn to
enhance her $12.50 Boca T-Shirt.- - - - -

_g:7ne num~~'

Gold bracelets that have been
given
for
the
many
disappointments in life.
Fendi, Gucci, or Louis Vuihan
satchel about the size of an
overnite bag. Contains:
-.,...
. r• -----t~•
1) toothbrush just in case
she "scooped."
2) hairspray
3) envelope addressed to
home, so when the credit card
bill arrives, it can quickly be
disposed of
4) super glue and nailpolish,
in case of emergency break or
chip of her claws.

Rolex watch and ring-gifts from
Dad be<·ause he loves his "little
princess."
~

.I

; ~---"""""...
What. Are You Buying
For Christmas?
----

Fo.o d For
Thought
Belgium Mocques
by Elliott Sacks
Ingredients
2 lbs Butter or Margarine
1 lb Granulated Sugar
2 Eggs
1 tsp. VarU,lla
112 tsp. Almond Flavor
1 Tbsp. Salt
3 lbs Cake Flour
Directions
Mix butter, sugar, eggs, vanilla,
almond flavor and salt . Add
flour. It will produce a stiff
paste. Divide dough in 1 lb
pieces and form in long sticks
the thickness of a half dollar in
circumference. Roll in granulated
sugar and put in refrigerator until
they are hard enough to slice in
pieces the thickness of your little
finger. Put on pan liners and
bake in 350° oven until a
delicate brown collar forms. It
will benefit you to have your
flour cold before you ·start.
Elliott Sacks CEC, Instructor in
Hotel and Restaurant Management,
is a certified chef who brings his
experience as executive chef at
the Holiday Inn in Reno and the
Officers' Club at West Point to
his classes. "This recipe makes a
delicious, easy almond cookie
perfect for the holidays," says
Chef Sacks.

By Angela Carroll

These days there are so many
decisions to be made concerning
the purchasing of a suitable
holiday gift that it can baffle the
most coordinated shopper. The
average college student is always
looking for something new,
different and unique. If you're
wondering where you can find
these things, keep reading.
The closest mall is Town
Center Mall and one of the best
buys there was found in By
Invitation Only. It was a blinking
traffic light cut down to about a
fourth of the actual size .
Scribbles and Giggles carries
enormous stuffed animals that
anyone would appreciate for very
reasonable prices . For the
grandfather who now and then
smokes a pipe, you can find a
very large selection of tobacco
and pipes at the Tinder Box.
Satisfying ·the beer drinkers here
see funky, eccentric mugs.
Directly next door is a very
charming shop called Giggles and
the articles that catch eyes are
the Dinosaur t-shirts that carry
such slogans as Baseballsaurus and
Footballsaurus for the ·s ports
lovers in the family . Another
shop that is of great interest to
all, contains the most favorable
arrays around. Bin and Barrel
enables customers to purchase
candy, stuffed animals, balloons
and just about anything else that
may combine to form a great
holiday gift, including a
personalized bucket.

Moving twenty minutes south,
you may find yourself at the
Coral Square Mall. There, in Art
Explosion, may be found the
perfect gift for the little brother
or cousin , a giant inflatable
dinosaur. If they are not into
dinosaurs, you may want to
check out Hammetts, which
carries educational electronic
games that will keep kids
occupied for hours.
For the older crowd, Claires
and Spencers may hit the spot!
Claires carries a wide assortment
of accessories including fake
. tattoos, magnetic earrings, tons of
other earrings, purses and anicles
peffect for filling the stocking.
Spencers offers almost anything
from weird jewelry to zany
games, posters and still life
images.
Your parents, grandparents,
godparents or even yourself and
a special friend would appreciate
Pinch or Pound which specializes
in gourmet gift baskets containing
champagne and glasses along with
exotic candies.
Some of the hottest things on
Christmas lists this year seem to
be the Rocking Flowers, which
go for about thirty dollars and
dance around to your favorite
music . Another article is the
Spiritual Crystals that are worn
around the neck, ears or wrist.
Whether used for healing,
protection or just plan
accessories, they are a ·hot item
this season.

Dear Sara & Sidney

Dear Sara and Sidney,
I am still homesick after
being in Florida at the College
of Boca Raton for two months. I
constantly think about being
home and being with my family
and friends. I don't know if it is
the people here or just the
atmosphere. I don't know what
it is! Please help me.

Dear A Very Homesick Person,
I hate to say it, but you have
to take on some responsibility.
Mommy is not going to hold
your hand for the rest of your
life. It is time that you stand on
your own feet. So stop crying
and do something on your own!

Sincerely,
A Very Homesick Person

Dear Sara and Sidney,
My mom doesn't like my
boyfriend anymore. She thinks
that he is going nowhere and I
don't agree with her. She didn't
give me a reason why, other
than that she just doesn't like
him. It really upsets me when
she tells me this, so now I'm
very confused and not sure what
to do.

Dear A Very Homesick Person,
Life is something solely for
yourself. No matter where you
go and who you talk to, the
reality is that the only person
you have is you. You are
homesick because you feel
somewhat incomplete in this new
and strange environment.
However, if you can remember
that you are special and complete
as an individual, then your life
will take a turning point. While I
am sure that your friends and
family at home miss you, they
too have their own lives to live.
So go out there and do the
same. Stop overdosing on
nostalgia and look at what you
do have. Constantly fill your free
time doing only what you want.
Don't worry about anyone but
yourself during these times. Love
who you are and release your
memories from old ties. Start
looking {orward to x_.our future.
Remember that all or these·
negative times can do nothing
but give you humility and teach
you how to be stronger ..
Good luck,
Sensible Sara

Personals
Lori, Shannon, and Kelli
Thanks for your wardrobe. Ha!
Ha! Love, Kristen.
Shannon - Watch those corners
at the Bounty. Love, Lori
Kelli
our second mother,
what would we do without you?
Love, Lori and Shannon.
Sean
Don't leave next
semester, but if you do, good
luck! Bill.
Phil ·
Even the pizza man
knows that you're getting zip
zero! Your Pals
D.N. - When is the wedding
and are we going to be in it?
Love, D.D.
J.B.P. - I love u, I miss u, I
love u, I miss u! C.I.H.
Ernie - I hope I get to see
you today! I have been thinking
of you all day. I'm lost without
you! Bert.
· ··
B.P. · Only at Boca; Need I
say more?! Me.
S.L. - You are the greatest!
You know who!
I would like to wish all the
graduating Mortuary Science
students the best of luck and
thank all the instructors that have
made my graduation possible.
Gerri 'Alexander.
·
Hey J, Bart, Cool Pete, and

Sarastic Sidney

Upset and Confused

aspect of your life. Know who
you are and where . you stand.
Don't allow anyone to rule your
life or peace of mind.
Good luck,
Sensible Sara
Dear Upset and Confused,
Time to select a new man! I
know about twenty guys that
need a date! Maybe your mother
will like one of them.
Sarcastic Sidney
Dear Sara and Sidney,
I have a very bright friend
who is flunking out of the
College of Boca Raton. Maybe I
should rephrase that
not
getting up for classes. This girl
is a very intelligent person, but
has no concept of how to study.
Not being prepared for class,
may have soipething to do with
not attending class. I'm really
not sure. Last week, I was
reading out of my Literacy
Dictionary and a section on
humanities came up. l read
some of the definitions out.loud
and my friend answered them
almost instantly. I was quite
amazed. She does not lack
intelligence, so it must be
something that I can't figure
out. Please Sara and Sidney, I
need advice.

Dear Upset and Confused,
The first step you need to take
is a difficult on~. You need to
step outside yourself and then
look at what you see. If you see
a sincere, secure, positive,
complete person, no choice in
life that you make should ever
mislead you. However, if you see
yourself as a negative, unsure,
incomplete person, then you need
to re-evaluate your current
relationship. It is you who has to
Be with your boyfriend, not your
mother. If you really care about
hrtn,
c p
Jh,
anil fe e
positive about him, than stay
with him! Just be sure your
mother's ill feelings for him are
not for just cause. There will
always be someone, somewhere
who will disapprove of some

Dear A Solution,
I think it is so wonderful that
you are concerned this deeply
with your friend's education.
Why not try telling this person

Er•c - ,What happened to the
hubcaps? The Caveman.
Einstein - Keep it up! Four
down and more to go ... you are
the greatest! Cheer ·up eh! R.
E. Tnotleg - I was comparing
Crest to Colgate and figured
Colgate provides
more
satisfaction! Revlis.
Kari
Remember when
Pollyana tried to vaccum the wet
bathtub! Don't forget the "Jungle
Queen!" S.S.
S. - Where did it go wrong?
Was it something that I did? I
wish we could continue. For that
time was very special to me.
Let's try it again. P.
Happy - Thanks for the advice
that you gave me. Too bad it
didn't work! 0 well, life. goes
on. Ash.
Neil - I am going to miss
typing your papers at 2:00 a.m.,
our intellectual conversations (Ha!
Ha!), your bright smiling face,
and most of all, your friendship
next semester. Who am l going
to turn to when every five
seconds I have a crisis? I love
you like a buddy, Ash.
R.R. - I care about you. A.E.
Dogster
How about those
Dodgers? Junior is really starting
to rip fire~s tips off! I believe
that they will win the
championship once again. I just

felt you should know about the
champs before you get upset over
the four game sweep. K.
Little Bit
I'll beat you yet!
Spit
So Patti - what did you do
when you drank this Saturday?
The Unknown
N.T. - Wanna go for another
ride in the ditch and dirt? C.C.
G. - One summer morning, can
I turn around? Let's go for a
ride. Love U, S.
T .A.} . K.
Wild times in
Lauderdale! J .
Jules - Overnight guests at 2:30
a.m. parrot call! Love Bugs
O.D. - I love ya, Ralph! Love,
Bugs
Ramsey - S~opping everything!
What happened? Bugs
Scott - Nice race Friday night!
You guys are crazy! K.
Care - Those walls are looking
mighty fine! Love ya, Bugs.
Dr. B.- Good luck with future
editions of "Knight Life!" Ashlee.
}en - Thank you for being a
friend, as well as motivation for
Accounting and Microeconomics.
I'll miss you! Wendy.
Julie - Thanks for all those
mornings we spent talki~g. I'll
miss you! Wendy.
Hey Oreo · Don't miss and get
dunked! A.C.
Catherine Massey - I promise

how her difficulties upset you? It
is possible, since you know this
person is intelligent, that your
friend simply doesn't care. If she
knows that you care about her,
then maybe this ·will provide
some motivation. Another reason
your friend may not be trying to
achieve in school is because she
is afraid of failure. People are
terrified of failing. It is so easy
to never try and to keep yourself
safe and secure from failure .
However, if this is the case, your
friend needs to realize that by
not trying, she is failing in the
end anyway. Whatever the cause
of your friend's poor grades, this
pecson needs to learn how to be
.true to herself. I think that if
you can remind your friend how
special and intelligent she is then
you will be giving her more than
your realize.
Good luck,
Sensible Sara
Dear A Solution,
In your case, unless you are
getting straight A's, I wouldn't
wo~ry about someone else. But if
you are compelled to help her,
then tell her to stop being lazy,
to get off her butt, and study! If
that doesn't work, then let her
flunk out. What do you c;are!
Sarcastj~

Sidney

otutton

I'll clean -up my side of the
room today!
Dave S. · I missed Yill Laura.
Mrs, Cleaver
The cookies
w~re great! Eddie.
Madge - I soaked in it! Rambo.
K.M. · Excellent laugh, don't
lose it! S.E. & L.G.
Prince Charming - Let's start
over again as friends . Princess.
T.C.
Where's your green
card? You're late for work again!
Liz · Someone is stealing a
pineapple! No, I don't have my
I. D.!
Robert H. - 0 x 0 equals 0.
S.E., A.A.
Craig S.
Whipped in the
crypt! S.E., K.P.
~
Garrison G. - You're really not
that fat, you're· just 'tying to
yourself! S.E., A.A., S.C., & R.H.
Keith P. · Budda, rookie of
the year! Congrats! The Budda
Club.
Kevin M.
King of the
Buddas! Your followers rejoice!
Blaine · Thanks for thinking of
me. You were right · it's terrific
to be working with students
again. Susan.
Knight Life staff - Good times.
Good people. Good work. Dr. B.
L.P. - 'Let's lunch! S.B.
Greg - I couldn't do it \Vithout
your support. i-low could I have
been so smart, so young? Susan.
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Video
Revie-w-s
Laura H. Schulman

By

\

Lost Angels
This drama focuses on teenager
Tim Doolan (Adam Horowitz)
whose wild, lavish lifestyle comes
to a screenching halt when he is
arrested and then released to
attend an adolesent pyschiatric
hospital.
As he arrives at the hospital,
he is assigned a resident
psychiatrist, Dr. Charles Loftis
(Donald Sutherland), who turns
out, to have personal problems
of his own. Through therapy, the
two become friends and sort out
each other's problems.
Tim's psychiatrist was
excellently played by Donald
Sutherland. Adam Horowitz was
very good in the role of the
troubled, confused adolesecent
who was crying out for help.
I enjoyed watching this movie,
and would even watch it another
time if I had the chance. I
happily award this video 3 stars.
Fletch Lives
The comedy Fletch Lives is the
sequel to the earlier hit, Fletch.
Chevy Chase staring as I.M.
Fletcher. has just been notified
that his· aunt has passed away,
and that he is inheriting her 80
acre mansion. Fletch decides right
at his office desk to quit his job
and live at the mansion for the
rest of his life. His dream house
becomes a nightmare as he
arrives at a beat up old dump
while visiting. He soon is
attracted to his aunt's beautiful
attorney who winds up dead
after a lovemaking session with
Fletch. All the clues point to
Fletch, but the case is soon
dropped due to lack of evidence.
Fletch decides to hunt for the
murderer himself.
The movie thickens, but not
the plot. It is a silly script that
is highly predictable. The only
highlight of the movie . is when
Fletch invents costumes to go
undercover on his murder hunt.
I would not recommend this
movie because it insults the
intelligence of the viewing

audience and its
credibility.
I. give this movie
stars.

lack

of

only
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Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure
This comedy is about two best
friends, Bill Preston (Alex Winter)
and Ted Logan (Keanu Reeves)
who control the world's future
destiny of peace, love, and killer
waterslide parks depending
whe~her or not they can pass
their history class' final exam.
Armed with only a history
textbook, . and a time travel
telephone directory, Bill and Ted
zip through time in a time
machine that is an exact replica
of a phone booth. With the help
of Ru{us (George Carlin) the boys
take an "excellent" adventure
throughout time and snatch
famous historical figures to
enhance their final exam.
"Adventure" was entertaining,
lively, and somewhat well acted
by Alex Winter and his co-star,
Keanu Reeves. George Carlin was
neutral as Rufus, but did look
slicker than he has been in years.
All in all, Bill and Ted's
Excellent Adventure is a movie
that is wholesome and original. I
would recomment this video as a
must see.
I gi:e it 3 stars.

No pain, no gain!

Photo by Darrin Karuzas and Richard Cordoso

CBR Knights _Win Area
Nine
Tourn·a ment
Scott Epstein

By

The College of Boca Raton
soccer team 'YOn the NAIA area
nine district .tournament on
November 12, 1989 by beating
Erskine (S.C.) College. They won
the game 2-1 despite being
without
the services of
VIDEO REVIEW
sophomore
mid-fielder Warren
RATING SYSTEM
DuPont.
DuPont
was injured late
3 STARS------ TOTALLY
in
the
second
half
of the game,
AWESOME
in
a
seven
stitch gash
resulting
2'fl STARS------ AWESOME
on his chin. They · also lost
2 STARS ------ NEll
freshman Lenin Sttenkamp, the
1 V2 STARS------ BOGUS
result of a red card.
1 STAR----·- BUMMER
The game-winning goal was
NO STARS------ TOTAL BUMMER
scored by Lenin Steenkamp who
was assisted on the play by
The movies reviewed by Laura H.
Schulman are picked at random
from a selection of new releases
from a local video rental store.
Knightlife funds the rentals which
are reviewed.

Frankie Aliaga. Lenin Steenkamp'
brother, Colin is · another
cog in the offensive system
coach Roy Wiggemansen. All
all, the college crowd was treated
to a great ga01e as the Knights
continued to show that they are
a force to reckoned with.
By winning the tournament,
the team is able to go to New
Mexico to play against the top
twelve teams in their dh·i 1'ou.
The first game was on November
20th and the second game was
played against last season's
champions, Sangamon State from
Illinois.

Boca's Bar Revie-w-s

By 'Andrew Adkins

Oakland's Ste-w-art
Pitches
In
Scott Epstein

By

This article is dedicated to the
rememberance of those who
perished in the Bay Area
Earthquake. As we look ahead to
the new year, and reflect on the
year that has just been
completed, I think that it's
important to remember the World
Series that almost wasn't.
On October 17, 1989, at
_exactly 5:04 PDT, an earthquake
·measuring 7.1 on the Richter
scale jolted the San Francisco Bay
area. The 1989 World Series was
postponed for ten days, due to a
mutual agreement between
Oakland Mayor Lionel Wilson and
San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos.
The World Series was able to be
resumed,
but
Baseball
Commissioner Francis (Fay)
Vincent said that baseball had to
take a backseat to the
'.:ommunities' needs.
In my opinion, it is a tribute
to the Bay Area that after a ten
day layoff, the people were
ready, willing, and able to
continue the .series. It is as if
· fate wanted the city to recover
8 KNIGHTLIFE

enough to enjoy baseball again.
To me the real hero of . the
World Ser:ies is Oakland A's
pitcher, Dave Stewart. He
regularly visited the ugly,
deformed wreckage of the Nimitz
freeway. Stewart is an Oakland
native and proves what a sense
of community closeness means.
He is one. of the many people
who knows what it is like to see
his neighborhood destroyed. For
Dave Stewart to take time out of
his life to . help the rescue
workers on the Nimitz freeway
shows me and most of the Bay
Area how much class and
character he really has.
The fact that the A's did not
spray champagne on each other
in the locker room after
sweeping the Giants, says a lot
about a classy organization. As
Dave Parker said "In respect to
those who died we will have no
champagne in the clubhouse."
That right there should say it all.
In general, I think that the
entire country should tip a cap
to the people of the Bay Area
and to the A's and the Giants
for making the World Series the
spectacular event that it deserves
to be.

Face it. There aren't many
college-oriented bars in Boca
Raton. Yet many students have
made a few bars distinctly their
· own. Upon arrival for this year,
most returning students were
upset to see their favorite "hang
- out" closed. Yes, the Dive Bar
closed its doors for good.
To compensate for the loss,
many students have flocked to
Cutters Raw Bar. Cutters has a
"too new" feeling. The main
attraction is Wednesday night,
when the beer and drink prices
are lowered. If you haven't
visited Cutters, then you should
check · it out. The atmosphere is
laid back, and it is a fun place
just to hang out.
Best nights: Wednesday and
weekends
Happy Hour: 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Sorry no live entertainment
Rating: good
Key Largo has burst on the
scene as a Friday hot spot for
C.B.R. students. It's a tri - theme
bar with dancing on the top
level, general conversation type
atmosphere on the lower level,
and an outside floating deck
which at times has a live band.
There are five bars at Kev Largo,

so waiting
minimal.

for

a

drink

i~

Best nights: Friday and Saturda}
Happy Hour: Monday - Thursda}
4 p.m. - close and Friday 4 p.m.
- 9 p.m./3 a.m. - 5 a.m.
Live entertainment
Rating: excellent

Sharky's Surf · Cafe boasts :~
local surfing theme. The interim
is made up of rustic surfing
heritage with a splash of today·~
surfing attitudes. It's generally :~
laid-back atmosphere, with :~
single guitarist who play~
occasionally on weekends
Sharky's best night is Thursday.
They hold a bladder bust contest
There is free beer until the firs1
person goes to the bathroom. 11
usually gets crowded quickly or
Thursday, so get there early.

Best nights : Thursday ancl
·weekends
Happy Hour: S p.m. - 7 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Live entertainment on weekend!
Rating: good

The bars reviewed by Andrelll
Adkins are suggested b-,
students and reviewecl
anonymously at the Reviewer'!
expense.

